The row for today is a line of trees in full fall foliage. You'll need the following pieces cut for three blocks -

**Fall leaf print** - three 6-1/2-inch square, nine 4-inch squares  
**Background** - nine 4-inch squares, six 3-1/2-inch squares, six rectangles 5-1/2-inches x 3-1/3-inches and four sashing strips 3-1/2-inches x 12-1/2-inches  
**Tree Trunk Brown Print** - three rectangles 2-1/2-inches x 3-1/2-inches

Begin assembly by matching up the 4-inch leaf prints with the four inch background squares and make half square triangles.  
Arrange your elements in this configuration and sew in rows.  

Add sashing strips to the sides and between the blocks to form Row 2.